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Dear Reader:
As members of the planning committee for Gender and Justice in the Gene Age: A Feminist Meeting on
New Reproductive and Genetic Technologies (GJGA), convened in New York City on May 6 and 7,
2004, we are excited to deliver a report that is crucial to ongoing public debates on human biotechnologies. This report articulates what we believe are the critical feminist and social justice perspectives
on these issues.
Our committee came together out of a shared concern over the rushed and largely unregulated development of new reproductive and genetic technologies without adequate consideration of their profound social, political and ethical consequences for women, children and all of society. We realized
the need for a discussion framed by the values of feminism, global social justice and human rights.
It was our intention to create an accessible space engaging to a diverse range of feminist scholars and
community-based activists, including both newcomers and those knowledgeable about the issues. We
wanted to foster learning, expression of critical ideas and open discussion on difficult and challenging
questions that have had the effect of muting our voices.
GJGA was an extremely successful event that exceeded many of our own expectations. Filled with
stimulating presentations and rich discussions, the meeting generated high interest even before it
occurred, as indicated by a participant waiting list and active use of the meeting website. We have
been thrilled to hear the meeting described as “landmark.”
GJGA’s impact continues to show its success via a newly generated commitment to advancing feminist
and social justice perspectives on new reproductive and genetic technologies. All of us on the planning
committee are eager to build on this momentum. So that educators and activists may tap into the
meeting’s presentations and participant work, we have made the meeting website (www.GJGA.org)
public, and now release the meeting report. We hope it will help to shape future agendas of human
rights and global social justice advocacy, and challenge the new frontiers of reproductive and genetic
technologies.
Sincerely,
The GJGA Planning and Logistics Committee:
Rajani Bhatia
Joelle Brouner
Marsha Darling
Marcy Darnovsky
Jasmine Gonzalez
Judy Norsigian
Cara Page
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GENDER AND JUSTICE IN THE GENE AGE
A Feminist Meeting on New Reproductive and Genetic Technologies
New York City, May 6-7, 2004

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Gender and Justice in the Gene Age (GJGA) was a landmark meeting to discuss the political, social and ethical challenges presented by emerging reproductive and genetic technologies. It was the first U.S. meeting in
many years to engage the issues of reproductive and genetic technologies within a framework that reflects
the values and commitments of feminists who work from a global social justice and human rights perspective. Co-sponsored by the Center for Genetics and Society; the Committee on Women, Population and
the Environment; and Our Bodies Ourselves, this meeting gathered some 65 participants including
activists, academics and public intellectuals from feminist, disability, women’s health, social justice and
racial justice organizations. Most were from the U.S., but an important several came from Latin America,
India, Canada, the UK, and Germany.
The meeting served as an entry point into these
complex issues and as a testament to the years of
work and effort that have already gone into feminist
and social justice engagements with them. The discussions highlighted the urgency for expanded
organizing and advocacy across socially progressive
movements to simultaneously protect women’s rights
and access to abortion, and call for responsible social
governance of human genetic and reproductive technologies.

vidual freedom and choice on the one hand, and
social justice and collective good on the other.
◆ The

second plenary addressed various feminist
and social justice responses to reproductive and
genetic technologies. Panelists compared initial
debates on and approaches to early developments in assisted reproductive technology with
the issues that face us today. They also made
links to eugenic and population control histories, and compared current policy systems in
the U.S., the UK, Canada and Germany.

The first day’s agenda consisted of three plenary sessions and two concurrent workshops:

◆ In

a workshop on technical basics, presenters
explained the technology and processes of
reproductive screening and selection, human
reproductive cloning and inheritable genetic
modification. They also discussed the difference
between research cloning, reproductive cloning
and stem cell research. A concurrently held
workshop introduced regulatory policies and

◆ In

the first plenary on the social and political
meaning of the new genetic and reproductive
technologies, participants discussed the power
and distortion of the medicalization, privatization
and commercialization of these technologies, and
the extreme polarization of this issue in the
United States—the issue is being framed as indi2
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systems in Germany, Canada and the UK, as
well as national stem cell politics in the U.S.,
with a highlight on the “California Stem Cell
Research and Cures Initiative.”

flicts between individual choice on the one
hand and social justice, responsible regulation
and reproductive freedom on the other;
between scientific progress and the protection
of women’s health and safety, and the concerns
of many disability advocates and feminists.

◆ Panelists

in the third plenary addressed the
geneticization and commercialization of women’s
health and assisted reproduction, and the physical and relational risks these developments pose
for women and children. The plenary focused on
controversial aspects of assisted reproductive
technologies in the international context of globalization and the existing inadequate regulation
of the uses of new techniques.

◆ During

the closing session, all the participants
broke up into three groups to talk about areas
of agreement and tension, possible policy
options and strategies, and thoughts about how
we could work productively across differences
and identify promising next steps. These sessions were incredibly powerful and exciting,
with strong statements of agreement and tensions emerging, influencing ideas for next steps.

On the second day, three panel discussions were followed by a concluding session in which participants
broke out into smaller groups to reflect and think
about next steps:

Some strong areas of agreement that emerged during the closing sessions included support for:
◆a

redirection of economic, scientific and social
resources towards meeting the human needs of
well-being and welfare for everyone.

◆ In

the fourth plenary on reproductive screening technologies, presenters spoke on the routinization of prenatal diagnosis for an increasing number of conditions, the expanded uses
of pre-implantation genetic diagnosis and sex
selection techniques. Discussion explored the
tension between sex selection and disability deselection, and their intersection with the abortion debate.

◆a

prioritization of women’s health in the redistribution of resources.

◆ the

establishment of social conditions in which all
children can be nurtured, and in which people
who want to have and raise children can do so.

Participants articulated strong opposition to:

◆ The

fifth plenary focused on species-altering
genetic applications such as human reproductive cloning and inheritable genetic modification. Panelists described the different advocates of these technologies and their vision for
a “post-human future.” They raised concerns
about the potential threats to humanity and
biodiversity posed by these technologies. The
plenary also surveyed regulation of research on
these technologies at the national, regional and
international levels.

◆ sex

selection and disability deselection, but
with the important proviso that we could not
support laws that would make selective abortion illegal.

◆ the

ideal of perfection of humans and children.

◆ the

commercialization of health and commodification of human life, body parts or cells.

◆ practices

and social conditions that pressure
people to select children based on their traits,
or to select traits for their children.

◆ In

the final plenary presenters spoke about their
hopes and visions for charting a social justice
and feminist pathway in governing these new
technologies. They drew on the previous discussions over the course of our two days together,
and tried to reconcile perceived or actual con-

◆ the

development and proliferation of technologies that select, modify and commodify children.

Strategies and next steps identified included:
◆ developing
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◆

reaching communities and
constituencies not present at
the conference.

◆

countering media messages
that distort the debate on
these technologies.

◆ connecting with movements

that have long fought eugenics.
◆

building new partnerships.

Gender and Justice in the Gene Age
was an inspiring gathering that
represents an early step in the
efforts that will be needed to bring
our feminist principles of social
justice and human rights to bear
on the politics of the new reproductive and genetic technologies.
All of the meeting’s sponsoring
organizations remain strongly
committed to pursuing this work,
and to deepening and extending
Gender and Justice in the Gene Age conference website, www.GJGA.org
our collaborations. We invite all
feminist and social justice advoadvocacy on these issues.
cates to join us in advancing critical perspectives on
the new reproductive and genetic technologies.
◆ organizing a dialogue between disability rights
advocates and feminist activists.
Additional documentation is available in the full
report of the meeting and at www.GJGA.org —
including information on the meeting participants
and program, and an extensive compilation of presentations, articles, and other documents posted by
the participants.

◆ identifying

doctors and scientists to join our
advocacy and counter the claim that we are
anti-science.

◆ supporting

research that would show the
impact of high-tech biomedicine on communities in terms of use of resources.

Co-sponsoring organizations can be contacted via
our websites:

◆ creating

an international network for information and monitoring.

Center for Genetics and Society
(www.genetics-and-sociey.org)

◆ developing

a feminist statement on emerging
biomedical technologies that could bridge to
other social movements.

Committee on Women, Population and the
Environment (www.cwpe.org)
Our Bodies Ourselves (www.bwhbc.org)

◆ developing

popular educational tools and materials to expand understanding of the issues.
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INTRODUCTION
Gender and Justice in the Gene Age was a gathering of some 65 feminists and social justice advocates to
discuss the political, social and ethical challenges presented by emerging reproductive and genetic technologies. This landmark meeting, which took place on May 6 and 7, 2004 in New York City, was co-sponsored
by the Center for Genetics and Society; the Committee on Women, Population and the Environment; and
Our Bodies Ourselves. Participants included activists, academics and public intellectuals from feminist, disability, women’s health, social justice and racial justice organizations. Most were from the U.S., but an
important several came from Latin America, India, Canada, the UK, and Germany.
Gender and Justice in the Gene Age was the first U.S.
meeting in many years to engage the issues of reproductive and genetic technologies from the frame of
the values and commitments of feminists who work
from a global social justice and human rights perspective. This framework created a strategic conversation at the intersection of “the individual’s right to
choose” and “regulation for the greater social
good”—an intentional dialogue to bridge what is all
too often seen as a dichotomy between approaches
to reproductive and genetic technologies that
emphasize individual rights, and those that prioritize political and social justice concerns.

topics of discussion preceded by short plenary presentations. The first day’s agenda included three
such sessions and two concurrent workshops that
provided additional information on science and policy basics. On the second day, following the final
three plenary/discussion sessions, participants divided into three groups tasked to identify areas of
agreement and strategies for future work and collaboration. At closing, participants regrouped to share
subgroup discussion. Numerous breaks, meals and
an evening reception provided time for networking.
This report, a summary documentation of this historic meeting, is intended to serve as an entry point
into these complex issues and as a testament to the
years of work and effort that have already gone into
feminist and social justice engagements with them.
Additional documentation—including information
on the meeting participants and program, and an
extensive compilation of presentations, articles, and
other documents posted by the participants—is
available at www.GJGA.org.

Participants in Gender and Justice in the Gene Age
represented literally hundreds of years of grappling
with issues related to women’s rights, women’s
health, women’s sexuality; disability; social, economic, racial and environmental justice and human
rights. During this meeting we put all our knowledge and experience to work trying to chart a course
and develop an agenda to guide a feminist and justice approach to human reproductive and genetic
technologies—a path that seeks simultaneously to
protect women’s health, access to abortion and
uncoerced reproductive options while allowing for
responsible social governance of human genetic and
reproductive technologies.

The report shares only a small portion of the rich and
challenging conversations that occurred over those
two days. While it summarizes the many presentations, it is missing the hours of discussion and debate
that occurred. For those of us present, we will carry
those conversations with us in our hearts and minds
and into our work. For those of you not present, we
warmly invite you to join us at our next conversation.

Held in a large space provided by the Ford
Foundation, the meeting format covered six main
5
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Co-sponsoring organizations

cal implications of new reproductive and genetic
technologies. For more information, see
www.cwpe.org.

Three organizations developed the vision and did
the organizing to make this meeting happen: the
Center for Genetics and Society; the Committee on
Women, Population and the Environment; and Our
Bodies Ourselves.

Our Bodies Ourselves (OBOS), formerly known as
the Boston Women’s Health Book Collective, is a
nonprofit, public interest women’s health education,
advocacy, and consulting organization that began in
1970 with the publication of the first edition of
Our Bodies, Ourselves. This book has been a key
force in introducing literally millions of women to
an understanding of their health and well-being that
connects them and their bodies to the range of
social, cultural, and political forces that devalue and
endanger women and all of us. OBOS has always
followed feminist critiques of reproductive technologies and included material in various editions of
OBOS. OBOS led the pro-choice feminist community in articulating concerns about cloning and
related reproductive and genetic technologies
including safety, inappropriate research risks for
women and offspring, the emergence of a free-market eugenics, and human germline genetic modification. For more information, see www.bwhbc.org.

The Center for Genetics and Society (CGS) is a
nonprofit information and public affairs organization
established in 2001 that encourages responsible uses
and effective societal governance of the new human
genetic and reproductive technologies. CGS works
with a growing network of scientists, health professionals, civil society leaders, and others to support
benign and beneficent medical applications of the
new human genetic and reproductive technologies,
and oppose those applications that objectify and
commodify human life and threaten to divide human
society. CGS supports the equitable provision of
health technologies domestically and internationally;
women’s health and reproductive rights; the protection of our children; the rights of the disabled; and
precaution in the use of technologies that could alter
the fundamental processes of the natural world. For
more information, see www.genetics-and-society.org
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THURSDAY, MAY 6TH

THE WELCOME
Marcy Darnovsky, associate executive director of
the Center for Genetics and Society, welcomed
everyone and summarized the objectives of the
meeting. These remarks helped set the framework
and tone of the meeting. We were here to:

analyses in our own communities and to broader constituencies, and to effectively participate
in policy and social debates about reproductive
and genetic technologies.
Marcy finished up her welcoming remarks by sharing some of the bigger hopes of the Planning
Committee.

◆ Meet

others concerned about these issues and
get to know one another better. There was a
range of history, issues and engagements with
these technologies. One objective was for all
the participants to develop new relationships
and deepen existing ones as we explored both
our common concerns and our differences.
Our hope was to energize and re-vitalize advocates in this arena and to use this network to
build not only mutual support, but also future
collaborations.

◆ To

broaden recognition of the new genetic and
reproductive technologies as key women’s
health and women’s rights issues.

◆ To

foster dialogue between feminist and disability communities, between academics and
activists, and among those sometimes marginalized in mainstream feminism.

◆ To

clear up widespread but basic technical confusions and political distortions that have too
often characterized the debate on reproductive
and genetic technologies.

◆ Learn

from each other and share information
about these powerful new technologies, and
about how we can best bring our political and
social commitments to bear on shaping how
they are developed, and on influencing how
they are understood, how they are used, and
how they are regulated and governed.

◆ To

reframe the mainstream / media discussion
of reproductive and genetic technologies; to
assert that a healthy skepticism towards many
of them is a pro-choice and progressive view.
We want to make it very clear that strong support for abortion rights can and does co-exist
with wariness about emerging technologies.

◆ Where

possible, we wanted to chart broad
strategic paths and consider concrete projects
and specific tactical ideas to disseminate our
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PLENARY 1:
The Social and Political Meaning of the New Genetic and Reproductive Technologies.
reproductive and genetic technologies in a social
justice context requires state and collective intervenThis plenary was intended to provide a structure for tions to make these technologies safer and more
humane, and defeating technologies that can lead to
the entire meeting by identifying some of the femiincreased inequality and degranist and social justice conWe are faced with the dation of human relationships.
cerns that arise when
Levine summarized her vision of
faced with these technolochallenge of trying to feminism and for our work
gies. Panelists spoke about
control these techno- together as “Freedom for each
the power and distortion
woman; justice for all women.”
of the medicalization, priFacilitator: Judy Norsigian, executive director, Our
Bodies Ourselves.

sciences without

Abby Lippman is co-chair of
vatization and commercontrolling women. the Canadian Women’s Health
cialization of these techNetwork and professor of epinologies and the extreme
demiology at McGill University.
polarization of this issue
Her presentation, “The Technosciences of Life and
in the United States—the issue being framed as
New Reproductive and Genetic Technologies” stated
individual, utilitarian freedom and choice on the
that “if we are to ensure justice and value women’s
one hand and social justice and collective good on
health in the gene age, we need to create a platform
the other. A particular characteristic of this issue in
of things which we are for, and not only enumerate
the United States is the deeply entrenched schisms
and criticize that which we oppose.”
of abortion politics. Faced with orchestrated efforts
to undermine abortion rights by elevating the legal
Lippman gave a brief history of the new genetics,
and moral status of human embryos, feminists need distinguishing three “waves.” Broadly, in the first
to be actively involved in regulatory policies conwave (1960-70s) the focus was on genetic counselcerning reproductive and genetic technologies in
ing. In the second wave, debate centered on balancorder to ensure that abortion rights are fully proing individual rights and privacy and on genetic distected.
crimination in insurance. In a third wave beginning
about 1999, economic factors have come to dominate. The commercialization and commodification
of these technologies and of living organisms and
tissues, sperm and eggs included, are now driving
factors. Today, the new reproductive and genetic
technologies operate in an unregulated market economy of individualized choices and desires. We are
faced with the challenge of trying to control these
technosciences without controlling women.

Judith Levine, author and journalist, spoke of “A
Feminist Vision for Freedom and Justice.” She
talked about how personal freedom and social justice can sometimes come into conflict within the
feminist movement, particularly when dealing with
these technologies. U.S. feminism, rooted in an
American tendency to enshrine the individual,
works for a woman’s freedom to do with her body
and her life what she chooses. Yet addressing these
8
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Lippman argued
◆ Are reprofor a formulation
ductive techof authentic
nologies, dischoice in a social
pensed as indijustice context.
vidual soluThis would mean
tions to perasking ourselves if
sonal medical
our “choices” and
problems,
goals are compatiactually nurble with the corturing and
rective and redisempowering
tributive concepthe lives of all
tions of feminist
women, and
justice, and
thus the life of
whether our focus
each woman?
should not be on
◆ Are our
prevention
Abby Lippman, Roxanne Mykitiuk, Kathrin Braun (left to right)
defensiveness
upstream rather
about abortion
than intervention
rights and our
after the problem has arisen. In working to articuromance with “choice” leaving us vulnerable to
late what we are for at this meeting, Lippman
exploitation by commercialism, tricking us into
reminded us to think about issues of prevention,
thinking we are empowered by all these
normalization and voice. She warned against autooptions, when we are not?
matically dismissing “strange bedfellows” and
◆ We need to remember that in the late 1800s,
advised that we be wary of increasing choices for
medical “science” brought us eugenic ideology,
(some) women while simultaneously increasing conwhich resulted in racist and disability-discrimitrol over other women.
natory public policy in the U.S. that then
Marsha Saxton, member of the Disability Studies
migrated to other countries and evolved in
faculty at the University of California, Berkeley and
more virulent ways.
researcher at the World Institute on Disability,
shared a disability perspective on these technologies. ◆ The “medical” distinction confuses us; it makes
us think that something called “medical” is good
She talked about the challenge we face in balancing
for our health and our survival. The promises of
between advocating for a fetus that might become a
germline technologies for “medical reasons” offer
disabled person and for women’s rights to control
incomprehensibly unpredictable results.
their reproduction. She warned against the “public’s
largely irrational fear of disability” that is used to
Debra Harry, executive director of the Indigenous
market prenatal testing, and pointed out how disPeoples Council on Biocolonialism, spoke about
tinctions between medical and non-medical interwhy Indigenous women have not been active users
ventions are used to commercialize these technoloof reproductive technologies. She gave four main
gies. From a disability perspective, these technoloreasons. First, reproductive technologies are intendgies are used to sell us individual solutions to what
ed for those who can afford expensive interventions
are really deep social problems and fears; fears that
in infertility. Secondly, Indigenous women generally
can only be addressed through connection, love,
have a healthy distrust of Western doctors and
information and good strong civil rights laws.
Western medical practices as a result of their painful
Saxton left us with four points to ponder:
histories with colonization, including the not
9
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uncommon practice of
From a disability perspective, peoples. We maintain collective responsibilities both
forced or coerced sterilizato our ancestors and to
tion. For example, an esti- these technologies are used to
mated 200,000
sell us individual solutions to future generations. We
believe that we have a
Indigenous Peruvian
what
are
really
deep
social
greater responsibility and
women were forcibly sterilized between 1996 and
problems and fears. accountability than just to
one’s self. The ongoing
2000 during the presidenvitality of our cultural valcy of Alberto Fujimori.
ues is essential to provide the social framework to
Third, Indigenous experiences with populationsupport women/children in our societies. Our culbased genetic research have been negative.
tural values provide the framework for decisionIndigenous peoples have had genetic samples taken
making in regard to new issues such as those raised
from them without informed consent, and faced
by reproductive technologies.” Harry ended by
unauthorized use of their genetic samples for purposes for which they had no knowledge or consent. stating that in order for Indigenous women to be
active participants in these discussions in the
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, reproducfuture, they need opportunities to analyze the
tive technologies conflict with the cultural values
issues raised by reproductive technologies from
and world views of Indigenous women. As Harry
their own cultural perspectives, at the community
described it, “Indigenous peoples are collective
level and in culturally appropriate ways.

Sujatha Byravan (left); Marsha Darling (right)
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PLENARY 2:
Feminist Approaches to Reproductive and Genetic Technologies: Historical and
Contemporary Perspectives
aged to navigate successfully. In Germany the feminist critiques focused first on the appropriation of
women’s procreative capacity and the industrializaIn Germany, we learned that tion of human reproducThis second panel addressed
elevating the status of the tion, and then on concerns
various feminist responses to
with issues of embryo proreproductive and genetic
embryo does not necessarily tection and embryo-centechnologies. These feminist
translate to a denial of trism. Ultimately, the
approaches dealt with the
German Embryo
issues from different historiwomen’s rights and access Protection Act served as a
cal perspectives, and differto abortion. model to other countries
ent geographical and social
such as Switzerland,
locations. Panelists discussed
Austria, Italy, England and
feminist and social justice responses to early develCanada. Most of the feminist organizing was extraopments in assisted reproductive technology
parliamentary with strong coalition building and
(including IVF, gamete donation, and surrogacy);
how these debates were similar to and different from the formation of national networks that focused on
the economic, political and cultural embeddedness
the issues we are faced with today; and issues such
of reproductive technologies.
as coercive state-mandated sterilization, U.S.-sponFacilitator: Ruth Hubbard, professor emerita of
biology at Harvard University and a founding director of the Council for
Responsible Genetics

sored population control policies around the world,
controversies about dangerous contraceptives, and
private incentives for sterilization for poor women.
Panelists made some links between past and present
eugenic histories in the U.S. and Europe, and compared current policy systems in the U.S., the UK,
Canada, and Germany.
Ingrid Schneider, a political scientist at the
University of Hamburg, Germany and a representative of Reprokult: Women’s Forum on Reproductive
Medicine, spoke about “Feminism and
ReproGenetics: Experiences and Lessons from
Germany.” She summarized the experiences of
German feminists in regulating these technologies
from an organizing perspective, and talked about
the tensions and fissures the German feminists man-

Schneider shared some of the lessons that German
feminists learned, namely that “reprogenetics” cuts
across old divisions between left and right, prochoice and “pro-life,” and political party lines. She
said, “We learned that elevating the status of the
embryo does not necessarily translate to a denial of
women’s rights and access to abortion.” Appropriate
distinctions can be drawn between embryos in vivo
and in vitro; between contraception, abortion and
reproduction; and between prenatal diagnosis and
selective abortion. Schneider argued that strategic
alliances need to be made with parts of the conservative spectrum and with people with disabilities.
She spoke of the importance of stressing the global
and national misallocation of resources in terms of
research priorities and access to basic health care;
11
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likelihood of developing breast cancer).

the economic and social security necessary for
women to have children; and the degradation of
women as providers of raw materials—eggs and
embryos.

◆A

ban on doctors’ and scientists’ commercialization of individuals’ tissue (such as patenting
a patient’s genes or cell lines).

Lori Andrews, professor at the Chicago-Kent
◆ A declaration that genes are un-patentable
College of Law and co-director of the Institute on
products of nature.
Biotechnology and the Human Future, titled her
◆ A ban on species-altering interventions, such as
presentation “Why Should Women Care about
human reproductive cloning and genetic intervenGenes, Gender and Justice?” She spoke to the many
tions that are inherited by subsequent generations
biotechnology issues that have profound effects on
(known as “genetic germline interventions”).
women—including assisted reproductive technologies, cloning, germline genetic interventions, genetic Rayna Rapp, anthropologist at New York University,
discrimination, gene patents and nanotechnology— recalled that the initial feminist responses to the new
and talked about how women are at a higher risk of
reproductive technologies
genetic discrimination
focused on issues of
Some groups of women are women’s rights in the face
and of being impacted
by gene patenting. As a
clearly over-medicalized and of patriarchal medical and
way of stimulating the
legal control. But, she
over-pharmaceuticalized in said, we also quickly
discussion at the conference, she laid out her
pursuit of fertility enhancement learned that the issues facthoughts about policies
ing women involved not
or fetal monitoring. only problems of gender
worth fighting for:
subordination and eugenic
◆ Expansion of protecdiscrimination, but also
tions of human subrelations
of
reproduction
stratified
across racial-ethjects in research so that the federal regulations
nic, class, national and religious lines. Some groups of
do not just cover participants in federally fundwomen are clearly over-medicalized and over-phared research, but participants in any research.
maceuticalized in pursuit of fertility enhancement or
◆ Collection of more follow-up information about
fetal monitoring. Yet at the same time, 20,000
the impacts and risks of genetic and reproducwomen a year enter childbirth facilities through the
tive technologies on women and children.
emergency rooms of New York City, having received
no prenatal care whatsoever prior to labor and deliv◆ Legal recognition of an individual’s right to
ery. This is stratified reproduction: a boutique of
refuse genetic testing in all circumstances
invasive services for some groups of women, while
(except court-ordered paternity testing or
the basic reproductive health needs of other women
forensic testing).
remain despised and unattended. Stratified reproduc◆ Legal recognition of an individual’s right to
tion means the valuation, even overvaluation and
control who has access to her genetic informamanipulation, of the reproductive capacities and
tion (including a ban on health insurers’ and
mandates of some women, while the reproduction of
employers’ ability to collect genetic informaothers is disvalued, scorned, or actively impeded.
tion about an individual).
◆A

ban on discrimination based on genetic
information about an individual (such as denying a woman insurance because she has a
genetic mutation that might indicate a greater

Rapp reminded us that even though infertility rates
among African American women are one and a half
times that of white women, their participation in
fertility treatment programs is miniscule; that there
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ence and the market.
is an “infertility belt” in
She asked, “How do we
East Africa where malput boundaries on our
nutrition, STDs and
technological capabiliinfant mortality run at
ties that are way ahead
high rates; that the conof our ethics? As we
ditions and meanings of
design these new techin-vitro fertilization vary
nologies, have we prioriacross national boundtized the using of these
aries where Israel has
technologies to advance
the highest per capita
human security?”
presence of fertility clinAccording to Darling,
ics in the world; and
this is where the
that disability knowlwomen’s community
edge, comfort and attifaces a particular chaltudes are highly stratilenge because we have
fied by class and class
been on the cutting
mobility. She ended by
Joelle Brouner (left); Julie Hyman (right)
edge of so many ethical
saying that “our collecand values clarification
tive work involves the
struggles. The women’s movement has absorbed the
protection of women’s diverse needs and reproducdisparate tensions that have emerged in the struggles
tive health desires, even while we set forth frameworks that rein in the industrial foxes now guarding and seeks to address the seemingly irreconcilable differences between the notion of unrestrained, individthe highly stratified chicken coop.”
ual choice and a real commitment to social justice
Marsha J. T. Darling, chair of the Center for
that can give rise to human security.
African-American & Ethnic Studies at Adelphi
University and an advisory board member of the
The Workshops
Committee on Women, Population, and the
Environment, pointed our attention toward what she The afternoon program began with two concurrent
workshops, intended to provide a space for more
called the “big picture and values clarification.” She
explanation, Q & A and discussion.
directed us to the concerns about a new enclosure of
the public commons that these technologies threaten.
One workshop covered the
Centuries ago the first
Technical Basics of
Our collective work involves the Reproductive and Genetic
enclosure of the public
commons helped conprotection of women’s diverse Technologies. Rajani
struct the concepts of
Bhatia from the
needs and reproductive health Committee on Women,
class, race and nationality. The current tradesires, even while we set forth Population and the
jectory of these techEnvironment spoke about
frameworks that rein in the reproductive screening and
nologies is toward the
privatization and
industrial foxes now guarding the selection technologies and
enclosure of genetic
Marcy Darnovsky from
material and scientific
highly stratified chicken coop. the Center for Genetics and
knowledge. Darling
Society shared a PowerPoint
described these enclopresentation on some of the basic science of human
sures as vortexes, as important constructions in scigenetic modification. Bhatia began with an overview
13
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Sexton spoke about the
that distinguished
British strategy of middlebetween prenatal techof-the-road government
nologies such as ultraregulations as opposed to
sound and amniocentesis,
a free market approach.
and pre-pregnancy techThe 1991 Human
nologies such as sperm
Fertilization and
sorting and pre-implantaEmbryology Authority
tion genetic diagnosis
(HFEA) regulates assisted
(PGD). She then gave
reproduction and research
background information
involving human embryos.
on the development of
Sexton explained the funcsperm sorting methods
tions of HFEA and how it
and PGD and explained
operates, and expressed
how they work.
the serious concern that
Darnovsky explained the
the work of setting regulabasic science of human
Rupsa Mallik
tory standards “is never
genetic modification, both
over” because the technolinheritable and non-inherogy is changing and developing so fast.
itable. She put into plain words the process of
human cloning and clarified the difference between
Lippman shared the details of the Canadian Assisted
research cloning, reproductive cloning and stem cell
Human Reproduction Law that was passed this
research. She also explained the role of pre-implanta- year. She noted that a fruitful alliance between femition genetic diagnosis and stems cells.
nist and “pro-life” groups is possible and embodied
The second workshop was a Policy Workshop that
was intended to be an introduction to and discussion of regulatory policies in Germany, Canada, the
UK and the state of California in the U.S. Kathrin
Braun from ReproKult in Germany presented the
“Policy and legislative situation in Germany;” Abby
Lippman from the Canadian Women’s Health
Network reported on “Canada’s new Assisted
Human Reproduction Act;” Sarah Sexton from The
Corner House in England talked about the “UK’s
Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority;”
and Debra Greenfield, Institute on Biotechnology
and the Human Future/Cedars-Sinai Hospital in
Los Angeles, spoke about the “California Stem Cell
Research and Cures Initiative.”
Braun talked about the current status of the
Reproductive and Embryo Protection Act in
Germany. She listed four reasons why the act was
still in place—abortion law, Nazi state history, civic
debate in Germany and the “strange alliance”
between “pro-life,” feminist and disability rights
activists that emerged.

in this law. Abortion rights are protected, genetic
discrimination is illegal, sex selection is not allowed
except for medical reasons, and safeguards are in
place against the commercialization of assisted
reproduction.
Greenfield presented on California and national stem
cell politics in the United States. “Pro-life” groups are
opposed to embryonic stem cell research because of
their opposition to the destruction of embryos, which
has led some pro-choice groups to actively work in
support of embryonic stem cell research. In the
November elections Californians will be voting on a
$3 billion bond initiative and constitutional amendment on embryonic stem cell research. Greenfield
noted that, unlike the situation in the other countries
discussed at the workshop, the California initiative
would provide no meaningful oversight over stem cell
research, including the technique of research cloning.
It is likely to pass given the promises its backers are
making of reviving the economy, curing diseases and
being a vote for progress and against conservatives.
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PLENARY #3:
The Geneticization and Commercialization of Women’s Health and Assisted Reproduction
Facilitator: Luz Alvarez Martinez, executive director of the National Latina Health Organization

IVF done. It is cheaper and you can visit India too.”

ing inadequate regulation of the uses of new techniques, and the conflicts of interest in commercial
surrogacy and egg harvesting.

Mulay was followed by Liliana Acero, visiting professor at the Institute of Women’s Studies at the
University of Ottawa. Acero’s talk was titled “Trends
in Latin American New Reproductive Technologies
and Gender: Social practices, ethics and views on
motherhood.” She laid the framework for her discussion in the milieu of the “health divide” between
developed and developing countries and the challenges to establishing public policies and practices
for the new reproductive technologies. Acero highlighted the dearth of studies on the social consequences of the new technologies, particularly in
Latin American countries where embryos are given
priority protection and motherhood is such a pow-

At the same time, Mulay urged prudence and
debate. “I am well aware that
The third plenary focused on
Participation by civil science is not neutral but
how health care and reproduction are becoming “genetisociety in determining embedded in the social political
framework of our society. Yet I
cized” and commercialized,
research agendas and know equally well
and the physical and relational
risks this poses to women and
priorities is the only way that…biotechnology has the
potential of developing new
children. Presenters addressed
to
ensure
a
rational
and very effective vaccines
the privatization of health
care, conflicts of interest in
health policy. against diseases like tuberculosis, malaria, and sleeping sickbiomedical research and medness. So let us not throw the
ical practice, the substitution
baby out with the bath water.” She urged us, as
of technical fixes for social and environmental
change (e.g., the environmental causes of infertility), feminists, to advocate for healthy public debate in
the context of international trade agreements and
the misallocation of research and health care
for developing countries to develop their own
resources, and accessibility issues related to assisted
indigenous technologies in the service of their own
reproduction.
people. “Participation by civil society in determinA key focus of the plenary was the controversial
ing research agendas and priorities is the only way
aspects of assisted reproductive technologies in the
to ensure a rational health policy.”
international context of globalization and the exist-

Shree Mulay, professor in the Department of
Medicine and the director of the McGill Centre for
Research and Teaching on Women at McGill
University, started out with a presentation on
“Globalization, Biotechnology and Women’s
Health.” She argued for extreme concern and vigilance with regards to assisted reproductive technologies in the global South where regulation is even
more sparse. She identified a trend in India, which
she calls “repro-tourism”—“Come to India to get
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ment. If we are to take embodied persons seriously, as we at
this meeting say we do, what
would be the basic values, principles, and institutions we
would want to protect and have
in place to ensure social justice
in the genetic age. First, we
would need to have a publicly
funded health care system.
Second, we should use the relational concept of autonomy,
which acknowledges that all
human beings are embodied,
relational beings who are socially embedded, and whose desires
and choices are constructed and
Liliana Acero, Marcy Darnovsky, Rosario Isasi (left to right)
constrained by social institutions. We agree that we need a
erful social norm. She cited social, gender and ethiconception of justice that focuses on principles of
cal concerns such as: the paradoxes of pre-implantaallocation and distribution, that takes into account
tion genetic diagnosis and the donation of embryos
the historic nature of oppression, and that seeks to
for research given the moral status of the embryo as
correct for and ameliorate the historic and systemic
persons, the compromised nature of informed connature of those oppressions. And we also agree that
sent processes for Latin American women, insuffiwe need a substantive conception of equality, not
cient and faulty record-keeping, disclosure of confi- just as sameness, but one that acknowledges differdential information and insufficient health followences and the need in some cases of those who have
ups, and the general lack of public awareness and
been subject to disadvantage and oppression. “The
engagement with the issue of infertility.
challenge and invitation in talking about genetic
and reproductive justice is that it forces us to go
Acero concluded with policy recommendations for
there, it forces us to look to the past, but also to the
consistent national regulatory frameworks in Latin
future.”
America that would integrate infertility treatments
within reproductive rights and include public cover- Sujatha Jesudason, working at that time as lead
age through a quota system in the allocation of
movement organizer for Asian Communities for
health resources. She also argued for a coherent
Reproductive Justice (ACRJ), reported on analysis
women’s reproductive health program that deals
developed by ACRJ based on their work with comwith fertility, infertility and its prevention, and
munity members, staff, and board members. She
assisted reproduction, and for international attenarticulated some of the distinctions and similarities
tion and partnerships that would engage in eviamong the frameworks of reproductive health,
dence-based policymaking with a focus on develop- reproductive rights and reproductive justice in terms
ing countries.
of analyses, strategies and outcomes. ACRJ uses this
Roxanne Mykitiuk, professor at Osgoode Hall Law information to contribute to the analytical base of
School at York University, took stock after a full day the reproductive justice movement.
of discussion and pointed out some areas of agree-
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Friday, May 7

PLENARY #4:
Screening Technologies: Sex Selection, Disability Deselection
and Policy Options.” She explained what preimplantation genetic diagnosis (PGD) is, presented
some of the social and ethical concerns it raises, gave
This plenary focused on recent trends and develop- a history of the situation in the United States and
ended with questions to think about in terms of regments in screening technologies associated with
ulation. During the 1990s, PGD was used primarily
reproduction. Presenters touched on the routinizafor testing for “severe”
tion of prenatal diagnosis
If we seek to eliminate genetics conditions, but
for an increasing number
since about 2000 in vitro
of conditions, the expanddisability, we will have a society embryos are being tested for
ed uses of pre-implantation
that doesn’t have the time to an increasing number of
genetic diagnosis and sex
“less serious” genetic condiselection techniques. A
care about people, a society tions, including adult onset
particular focus of the
that cracks down on dissent conditions. PGD is also
debate was on commercialbeing used to produce “savization, consumerization
and alternative ways of doing ior siblings”—that is, to
and normalization of these
things, a society that is select an embryo that will
technologies. What kinds
of choice do these techgetting narrower and narrower. develop into a child who
can serve as a tissue donor
nologies represent for
for an already existing child.
women? Are there acceptIn some cases, PGD has been aggressively marketed
able uses of the technologies? Presenters discussed
screening technologies in different cultural contexts, to “any woman, age 35 years or older” and for “medexplored the tensions between sex selection and dis- ically” necessary sex selection (for example, to avoid
familial breast cancer in offspring). Simoncelli raised
ability de-selection, and discussed their intersection
the social and ethical concerns of PGD including:
with the abortion debate.
discrimination, safety, access, the extension or narThe panel described the political lay of the land,
rowing of women’s reproductive choices, the wellfocusing on debates among feminists, the profesbeing of the selected child, and the “slippery slope”
sional bioethics discourse, and the positions of the
of “non-medical” selection. She also pointed out that
biotechnology and assisted reproductive technolo“gender balancing” is being promoted by some fertilgies industries.
ity clinics as a “middle ground” in the sex selection
debate.
Tania Simoncelli, Science & Technology Fellow at
the American Civil Liberties Union, opened the
In the face of these social and ethical concerns,
panel with an overview presentation, “Premany countries—but not the United States—have
Implantation Genetic Diagnosis: New Applications

Facilitator: Julie Hyman, senior policy analyst at
the Center for Independence of the Disabled in
New York
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using
chosen to regueuphemisms such
late PGD by
as “family balancmeans of legislaing” and “gender
tion. While there
variety.” Beeson
is some self-regunoted that while
lation by professocial sex selecsional organization is prohibited
tions in the U.S.,
and regulated in
there is virtually
Canada and the
no state-level or
United Kingdom,
federal oversight.
in the United
Since 1992, IVF
States these pracclinics have been
tices are subject
required to report
only to professuccess rates and
sional self regulaother data to the
tion. In addition,
Centers for
in the United
Disease Control
Latonya Slack, Adrienne Asch, Sujatha Byravan (left to right)
States sex selec(CDC), but they
tion is distinare not required
guished and justito report on PGD
fied as different from boy preferences in countries
specifically, and there is no penalty for failure to
like India and China. Beeson then cited some studreport. Similarly, while the Food and Drug
ies demonstrating a significant overall preference for
Administration (FDA) regulates drugs and devices
firstborn males in the United States and a strong
used with IVF, they do not regulate PGD tests.
Simoncelli challenged us to think about several con- and significant gender bias in the demand for sons.
siderations for regulation including: what type of
Beeson ended her presentation by highlighting some
regulation (federal, state, professional); whether or
of the important and difficult tensions that sex selecnot a new regulatory agency is necessary, and if so,
tion raises:
what it might look like; whether “drawing lines”—
◆ How do we negotiate the tension between perbetween acceptable and unacceptable, or medical
sonal choice and social justice in developing
and non-medical uses of PGD, or between serious
regulation of sex selection?
and less serious genetic conditions—would be helpful or harmful; and importantly, what the implica◆ Is our current situation a result of our failure to
tions for reproductive choice might be.
challenge the validity of the distinction
between medical and non-medical uses of
Diane Beeson, chair of the Department of
genetic testing?
Sociology and Social Services at California State
University, Hayward, opened her presentation with
◆ Are there dangers in abandoning the above disa history, survey and description of sex selection
tinction with more non-medical interventions
technologies including prenatal diagnosis techon the horizon?
niques, sperm sorting, and pre-implantation genetic
◆ What is the best strategy for combating sex
diagnosis. She concentrated her presentation on
selection?
trends and policies in the United States, Canada
and the UK. Of particular concern, she focused on
Rupsa Mallik, program director at the Center for
the aggressive commercialization of sex selection
Health and Gender Equity, South Asia office, picked
18
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up the theme of son preferWe need a “new moral community organizer with
the Disability Pride Project
ence in “Sex Selection in
consensus” that moves the at Communities Against
India: A Complex and
Conflicting Agenda.” Mallik
discussion away from son Rape and Abuse. Brouner
strongly questioned the
located her presentation
preference
as
the
only
yardmedical justifications made
between two conflicting
views: one that sees sexstick for measuring the use for some reproductive and
genetic technologies, espeselective abortion as an
of
these
technologies.
cially for selection technoloextension of the reproducgies, and raised challenging
tive freedom to choose how
questions in the context of
many children and when to
the disabilities rights movement. She reminded us
have them, and a view that defines this as gendered
preference for a certain type of pregnancy. She talked that disability is natural and needs to be put into a
historical context of the medical industrial complex.
about sex selection in India and the numerous campaigns to ban sex selection in public facilities (banned A lot of people think about disability as illness, and
in 1975-76) and in private facilities (banned in 1994) illness as related to mortality and death. Brouner
in the context of national family planning campaigns highlighted the fallacy and able-ism of seeking to
eliminate people with disability, and compared it to
and a fertility transition to a two-child norm. In the
seeking to solve the problems of racism by believing
debate between doctors and activists on this issue in
we could use these technologies to eliminate race.
India there has been a tension between banning sex
selection and limiting abortion access. She also talked The disability rights movement has challenged us to
think about who we value and why, and reminded
about the political economy of diagnostic technolous that while overt eugenics is over, the covert
gies. She noted that technological developments are
eugenics of trying to eliminate bodies that do not fit
outpacing the law, and that the law constantly needs
or conform to the norm continues. We have to
to be updated. Activists are continually engaged in
make a distinction between medical treatment and
campaigns to not only update the law, but to ensure
medical adventurism—doing anything we want
its implementation.
because we can—and we have to ask questions
Mallik called for a “new moral consensus” that
about suffering—is it the person with a disability
moves the discussion away from son preference as
who is suffering or our discomfort with difference
the only yardstick for measuring the use of these
that makes us feel like we are suffering? Brouner
technologies: We need to insert a gender analysis
ended by reminding us that if we seek to eliminate
and a disability rights perspective into the debate.
disability, we will have a society that doesn’t have
She also said that we need to start highlighting the
the time to care about people, a society that cracks
high failure rates and limited efficacy of some of
down on dissent and alternative ways of doing
these methods, and the health dangers they pose to
things, a society that is getting narrower and narwomen and to issues of health equity.
rower. “Even if you could eliminate disability, which
Joelle Brouner is a member of the Committee on
you can’t, who will be next?”
Women, Population and the Environment and
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PLENARY #5:
Challenges of Emerging Technologies: Reproductive Cloning and Inheritable Genetic
Modification
presentation of the different images used in discussions of this “posthuman future,” images that tried
to communicate the power and potential of the new
technologies. Annas went on to warn us about
Where the previous panel focused on reproductive
“Geneism, Racism and the Prospect of Genetic
technologies and challenges currently in play, this
fifth panel focused on species-altering genetic appli- Genocide.” These new technologies have the potential not only to change what we can do to ourselves
cations that have not yet been attempted in
and each other, but more
humans, such as human reproductive cloning and inheritable
These new technologies importantly, to change the way
we see ourselves and each other.
genetic modification. These
have
the
potential
not
Annas defined geneism as a thekinds of genetic and reproducwith some similarities to
tive technologies raise new and
only to change what ory
racism,
in that it suggests that
unprecedented concerns about
we can do to ourselves distinctive human characterispossible threats to humanity.
and abilities are determined
Participants engaged with quesand each other, but tics
by
genes.
A second potential
tions such as: Are there any
more importantly, to consequence of the new genetic
potentially acceptable uses of
that Annas identithese technologies or do they
change the way we see technologies
fied
is
the
temptation
to create
represent such a threat that they
ourselves and “better babies” or even whole
need to be banned? And what
new categories of “posthuwould be the implications of
each other. mans.” This could lead to what
allowing these technologies to
he termed “genetic genocide,”
move forward? In addition,
in
which
the
new
humans
could attempt to elimipanelists discussed the different advocates of these
nate or replace the old, or vice-versa.
technologies from marginal figures such as the
Facilitator: Adrienne Asch, the Henry R. Luce
Professor in Biology, Ethics and the Politics of
Human Reproduction at Wellesley College

“transhumanists” and “cowboy cloners” to influential researchers and bioethicists, and the different
opponents of this “posthuman future.” Also discussed were the current policies in the United States
and worldwide on reproductive cloning, inheritable
genetic modification, and research cloning.
George Annas, the Edward R. Utley Professor and
chair of the Department of Health Law, Bioethics
& Human Rights of Boston University School of
Public Health, started the panel with a PowerPoint

Annas advocated using the language and framework
of international human rights to address the threats
posed by these new genetic and reproductive technologies. He believes that it is reasonable and
responsible to suggest a formal United Nations
treaty on the preservation of the human species that
would contain democratic and accountable enforcement mechanisms to ban all species-altering and
species-endangering experiments based on the
precautionary principle.
20
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research and
Rosario Isasi is a
research cloning
postdoctoral felunder a system of
low for the
licensing and
Centre de
monitoring.
Recherche en
Droit Public
At the interna(CRDP),
tional level severUniversité de
al organizations
Montréal and an
have engaged
attorney specializwith these issues.
ing in health and
In 1997
human rights,
UNESCO adoptparticularly with
ed the Universal
regard to the new
Declaration on
human genetic
the Human
technologies. Her
Genome and
presentation,
Human Rights
“Challenges of
addressing the
Emerging
legal and ethical
Dorothy Roberts (left); Cara Page (right)
Technologies:
implications of
human genetic
Cloning and
technologies, which affirms the fundamental unity
Inheritable Genetic Modification,” looked at
of all members of the human family and their inhernational and regional policies and international
instruments for regulation. Isasi identified the main ent dignity and diversity. The European Union
adopted the Convention on Human Rights and
challenges as balancing between responsible regulaDignity with Regards to Biomedicine in 1997,
tion and reproductive freedom, and between scienwhich highlights the need to respect human beings
tific progress and the protection of human health
both as individuals and as a member of the human
and safety.
species. Signatories agree to prohibit inheritable
In her survey of national and regional regulations,
genetic modification and
she identified a diversity
cloning. In
These sorts of techno-utopian reproductive
of approaches to regulat2002 the United Nations
ing species-altering proceand techno-eugenic visions began discussions on an
dures that are shaped by
international convention
cultural differences and
carry deep ideological banning human reproducnational values. Countries
messages that look to techno- tive cloning, though these
that ban abortion often
have stalled over divisions
prohibit research using
fixes for social justice problems about research cloning.
embryos. Countries with
instead of rearranging political Isasi concluded that formal
permissive abortion laws
are split: some have
and social relations of power. legislation must be supported by less formal
banned embryo research
mechanisms such as culincluding research
tural
norms,
values
and
professional
support. Given
cloning; others have instituted moratoria on certain
the tremendous potential and threats these technoloprocedures in order to consider the wide range of
gies offer, no regulation is not an option. “If we
social effects they involve; others permit embryo
21
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sonalities, extend life expectancy
and increase intelligence. They
advocate a “new market-based
eugenics” to seize control of
human evolution, allow parents to
select characteristics for their children to “give them the best start in
life,” and in which genetic castes
emerge. In the more marginal
spaces of this debate are “feminist
Transhumanists” who believe that
problems such as racism and sexism will be eliminated with these
new technologies once we are “able
to take personal control of our
body conformation and morph our
bodies into any racial or sexual
configuration.”
While such predictions seem farfetched, Darnovsky argued that
Rita Raj, Evelyne Shuster, Marsha Darling (left to right)
these sorts of techno-utopian and
techno-eugenic visions carry deep
ideological messages that look to techno-fixes for
believe in the fundamental values of liberty, equality,
social justice problems instead of rearranging politisolidarity and justice, in other words, if we are committed to upholding universal human rights, we need cal and social relations of power. These ideological
messages are powerful, particularly in the United
to act globally and we need to act now,” Isasi said.
States, because they resonate with the onslaught of
The plenary ended with a presentation by Marcy
corporate and consumer values and technological
Darnovsky, associate executive director at the
triumphalism, and because they appeal to the quick
Center for Genetics and Society. Darnovsky focused
techno-fix culture of Botox, “Extreme Makeover,”
her talk on two questions: Who is advocating genetand the quest for perfection.
ic enhancement of future children and generations?
Darnovsky believes that American feminists have
And why is it that some progressives and feminists
hesitated to jump into this fray for three reasons:
don’t share our concerns about this advocacy? She
the extreme polarization of abortion politics and the
described some of the influential U.S. scientists,
threats to abortion rights, the strong libertarian
bioethicists, biotechnology entrepreneurs and acaimpulse and anti-regulatory culture, and a norm of
demics predicting and advocating for “enhanced”
“biomedical exceptionalism” where anything defined
babies genetically modified to have increased resistas medical is excused from political debate.
ance to diseases, optimized height and weight, and
However, even given these challenges, Darnovsky is
enhanced metabolic functions and muscle mass.
optimistic about the existing feminist and social jusThese proponents also predict that eventually
biotechnology will provide the means to adjust per- tice engagement with these issues.
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PLENARY #6:
Gender and Justice in the Gene Age: Charting a path towards protection of women’s
rights and responsible governance of reproductive and genetic technologies
course and norms of privatization shift responsibility for addressing disease from government to the
individual, and, as Roxanne
We need to challenge the Mykitiuk argues, make the
individual the site of goverassumption that underlies the nance through genetic selfuse of many reproductive regulation. Roberts believes
that a concern for social justechnologies: that disadvantaged tice leads to increased liberty
social status is caused by by expanding the meaning of
reproductive freedom beyond
biology—defective genes, the abortion rights and by chalwrong sex, disability, race— lenging restrictions on socially
stigmatized women for socialrather than by political ly unjust reasons.

Facilitator: Lynn Roberts, professor at Hunter
College Urban Public Health Program

In this last plenary
presenters spoke
about their hopes
and visions for
charting a social
justice and feminist
pathway in governing these new technologies. They drew
on the previous discussions over the
course of our two
days together, and
inequalities and discrimination. Roberts also raised questions
tried to reconcile
about how social justice draws
perceived or actual
conflicts between individual choice on the one hand lines differently between what is and is not acceptable liberty. It is easier to conceive of banning
and social justice, responsible regulation and reprocloning and genetic engineering, but what about sex
ductive freedom on the other; between scientific
selection and in-vitro fertilization? One option is to
progress and the protection of women’s health and
safety, and the concerns of many disability advocates draw a line at affirmatively harmful technologies
and another is to change the social conditions that
and feminists.
create the perceived need for the technologies. Our
Dorothy Roberts, Kirkland and Ellis Professor at
test should be based on the impacts of these
Northwestern University School of Law, critiqued
the underlying assumptions that frame a dichotomy approaches on social justice and human rights.
between individual liberty and social justice. In this
framing, technology is equated with an expansion of
individual choice while social justice is seen as an
infringement or loss of liberty. Roberts challenged
the assumption that underlies the use of many
reproductive technologies: that disadvantaged social
status is caused by biology—defective genes, the
wrong sex, disability, race—rather than by political
inequalities and discrimination. In addition, the dis-

Martina Robinson, a graduate student and teaching assistant at the University of MassachusettsAmherst, spoke powerfully about the need for us as
social justice activists and feminists to raise our voices and organize against the norms of sexism, homophobia and able-ism that lay the groundwork to justify selection technologies. First, she said we must
call out the motivations behind selection-based
abortions—it is not sex selection, but sexist selec23
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out fail” if we are to
create a world that welcomes each person,
regardless of their ability, gender or sexual orientation.
Loretta Ross, executive
director of the Center
for Human Rights
Education, opened the
final presentation of
the panel by saying
that she had more
questions than answers
after the two days
together. She felt like
the old questions were
still haunting us—why
have we not challenged
the marketplace, conKathrin Braun, Judy Norsigian, Ingrid Schneider (left to right)
sumer-oriented concept
of choice when it
comes to protecting a
tion, not good prenatal care but rather able-ist selection and homophobic de-selection. She reminded us woman’s right to choose? That conception of choice
is individualistic, ignores social conditions and crethat disabled people have always been a part of the
human landscape. The problem is not the disability, ates a narrative that centers on whiteness and bourgeois liberalism and is fundamentally racist and
but the social, political and economic conditions
exclusivist. Why did we accept the reduction and
that don’t provide the appropriate accessibility.
Secondly, she said we must monitor the media’s por- objectification of babies to fetuses and women to
trayal of women, disabled people and LGBT people. vessels? What would happen if we outed eugenicists, population control
It is the negative and terrifying portrayals of the lives
Why have we not challenged advocates and vulgar neoliberalism? What if we
of women, queers and disthe
marketplace,
consumerexposed the conservative
abled people that make
society fear difference. As
oriented concept of choice wing of the pro-choice
movement—libertarian and
activists we should refuse
when
it
comes
to
protecting
a
individualistic? Who gets to
to participate in such
skewed portrayals. Thirdly,
woman’s right to choose? decide what is superior or
normal? Will prohibition
Robinson recommended
drive these technologies
that we get our informaunderground? These are all
tion, our bodies and our advocacy inside prenatal
old questions in new biotechnological clothes. Ross
testing centers to offer an alternative perspective of
believes that the international human rights framereality to those that are going in for testing. And
work offers an opportunity for doing things differfinally, she said, “we must combat sexism, homoently this time around.
phobia and able-ism directly and continually, with24
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REFLECTIONS AND NEXT STEPS

During the closing session, all the participants broke ◆ Strategically, we should have a dialogue
up into three groups to talk about areas of agreebetween disability rights activists and feminist
ment and tension, possible policy options and
activists (these are not mutually exclusive catestrategies, and thoughts about how we could work
gories) to talk about points of agreement.
productively across differences and identify promis◆ We need to question
ing next steps. These sessions
ideals of perfection and
were incredibly powerful and
We need to question
the idea that you can
exciting, with strong statements
actually figure out how to
ideals of perfection and
of agreement and tensions
have a perfect child. In
emerging, along with ideas for
the idea that you can
other words, we don’t like
next steps.
“the perfect child” as an
The report back from Group
One highlighted rich areas of
commonality and agreement:

actually figure out how
to have a perfect child.

ideal, and you can’t do it.
◆

Strategically, we need to
counter the claim that we
are anti-science. One way to approach this
would be to identify doctors and scientists,
especially those inside the establishment, who
can debunk the misguided science on the other
side so that we can’t be portrayed as “Luddites.”

◆ We

should support the allocation of resources
to women, families, and children so that they
can live lives of dignity. Existing human rights
agreements and conventions, such as those that
prohibit selling of body parts, may be useful in
work to prohibit the selling of eggs and
embryos, along with a general challenge to the
commercialization of health itself.

◆ We

need to support research that would show
what the impact of high-tech biomedicine is in
terms of the use of resources. And we need to
make all this information applicable to communities in culturally appropriate ways, in ways
that show communities what the impact is.

◆ We

oppose sex selection, although we are not
willing to support a law that would make sex
selective abortion illegal, for the obvious reasons. We also oppose disability de-selection.

◆ Finally,

we need to create an international network for information and monitoring—it’s
important that it be international given the
effects of globalization. This would allow us
both to build a base and build awareness of
these issues. We can use already existing international networks around reproductive rights to
start to raise some of these issues.

◆ We

talked about the need for comprehensive
policy, to not be doing everything so piecemeal. This is somewhat in tension with the fact
that the battles are not the ones we’re choosing;
they’re coming to us — for example, the stem
cell initiative in California. How can we bring
a comprehensive approach and larger vision
together with the need to work on specifics as
they come up?
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based on their traits. We want to see the economic, scientific and social resources that
enable these practices and technologies redirected to meeting the human needs of wellbeing and welfare for everyone. As we move
toward this redistribution of resources, we
want to prioritize women’s health. And we
must establish social conditions in which all
children can be nurtured, and in which people
who want to have and raise children can do so.

Group Two articulated some exciting position statements with regards to these technologies and suggested several next steps to continue the work.
◆ The

reproductive and genetic technologies that
trouble social justice feminists stem from existing inequalities, and are likely to perpetuate
them. As we evaluate and confront these technologies, we need to keep in mind our social
and political values, including our belief that
there should be no commercialization or commodification of human life, body parts, or cells.

◆ We

seek to confront these technologies and
practices in ways that allow us to clearly oppose
new and future procedures without necessarily
endorsing those already in use. We seek ways to
nest individual rights within a human rights and
social justice framework, and ways to concretize
a human rights perspective within a social justice framework. We need to think about the
global situation in which we live and work in
universal terms, but we fully understand that
local, national concrete specific conditions
obtain, and we want to reach out to learn and to

◆ It

flows from this that children are not commodities. We oppose practices and social conditions that pressure people to select children
based on their traits, or to select traits in their
children. We oppose the development and proliferation of technologies that select, modify,
and commodify children.

◆ Put

in a more positive light, we commit ourselves to removing practices and social conditions that pressure people to select children

Judy Norsigian (left); Debra Greenfield (right)
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express solidarity with feminist
activists as they struggle to make
these issues relevant in their
home communities.
◆ Concretely,

We oppose the
development and
proliferation of
technologies that
select, modify, and
commodify children.

color have been hurt by many
policies. We need greater
involvement of other women
who are not present here (everyday women) and we have to
translate the information so that
people can understand what the
issues are. We acknowledge the
huge gulf between the kinds of
conversations we are having and
what we hear out among our
friends and neighbors.

we would like to see
a feminist statement coming
out of this group that could
bridge to other social movements. We would like to see the
development of popular educational tools and materials that
would make some of the unfamiliar scientific
language more accessible and user-friendly for
various constituencies. We want to think about
the media and the way it has presented messages around these kinds of technologies. And
we want to think about building new partnerships in a way that does not underestimate the
complex intelligence and sympathy of people
in many, many walks of life when they confront these issues as part of daily life.

◆ We

recognize that this was a first meeting; it
would be good to meet again and again so that
we can deepen these connections, build the
trust, debate the issues and slowly start thinking about possible policies.

◆ We

are impressed by the enormous variety of
views and recognize the challenges to developing common goals and strategies.

◆ This

was not a policy-setting meeting. We had
an initial exchange of information and perspectives on these new biotechnologies. We discussed values, but we need more time and
meetings to shape some short and long-term
policies.

And finally, Group Three gave a thoughtful report
on the necessity of not forgetting past eugenic ideologies, the need to reach communities and constituencies that were not in the room, and the
importance of using a social justice and human
rights framework.

◆ We

need to reach people using the frameworks
and language that they are using and understand.

◆ As

we engage seriously with these technologies
we are going to have to connect to the movements that have been fighting eugenics for the
past decades.

◆ Given

our values and concerns, we should be
careful to use the frameworks of social justice
and human rights; our one constituency is the
human race on this issue.

◆ As

we begin to think about crafting policies we
need to remember how historically, women of
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CONCLUSION
Gender and Justice in the Gene Age was an inspiring gathering. Both as individuals and as representatives
of the sponsoring organizations, the members of the meeting’s Planning Committee feel that it exceeded
our expectations. Yet the Gender and Justice in the Gene Age meeting represents an early step in the efforts
that will be needed to bring our feminist principles of social justice and human rights to bear on the politics of the new reproductive and genetic technologies.
All of the meeting’s sponThe meeting represents an U.S., and internationally with
activists and feminists, particusoring organizations
early step in the efforts larly in India and China. In
remain strongly committed
to pursuing this work, and
that will be needed to addition, working with
SisterSong, a women of color
to deepening and extendbring our feminist princi- reproductive and sexual
ing our collaborations.
Several of the “next steps”
ples of social justice and health/rights organization, and
the World Institute on
proposed at the meeting
human rights to bear on Disability, plans are underway
are now part of the
planned activities of the
the politics of the new for a conference in 2006, Past,
Present and Future Eugenic
sponsoring organizations,
reproductive
and
genetic
Technologies. And finally, Sujatha
including the preparation
of a statement on new
technologies. and Marcy Darnovsky, CGS’
Associate Executive Director, are
reproductive and genetic
working with established protechnologies from a “social
choice organizations such as
justice feminist” perspecPlanned Parenthood and the California Coalition for
tive. In addition, we are engaged in building new
Reproductive Freedom to brief them on the policy,
collaborative relationships with feminist, social jusscience and politics of reproductive technologies, and
tice, and racial justice organizations.
The ongoing work of the three sponsoring organiza- the threats they pose to women’s health and reproductive rights.
tions has been informed and enriched by the
Gender and Justice in the Gene Age meeting:
The Center for Genetics and Society launched a new
program, Gender, Justice and Human Genetics,
under the direction of Sujatha Jesudason in August of
2004. Sujatha is developing a national and international campaign against sex selection in collaboration
with the National Asian Pacific American Women’s
Forum, Manavi (a South Asian domestic violence
prevention organization), and CWPE. This campaign
will work at the grassroots and policy levels in the

In CWPE, the Gender, Eugenic and Biotechnology
Task Force (GEB) focuses on new reproductive and
genetic technology issues. It includes volunteer
scholars and activists from the CWPE Steering
Committee—Rajani Bhatia, Joelle Brouner, Marsha
Darling, Judy Norsigian and Loretta Ross. GEB is
currently hiring program staff to facilitate its evolving agenda and collaborations. These include: taking
the lead in producing a feminist statement of common vision on new reproductive and genetic tech-
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nologies that will act as a bridge to other social
movements—a strategic recommendation that arose
from the GJGA meeting; participating in the newly
formed collaborative campaign against sex selection
in the U.S. and internationally; and undertaking
strategic outreach to the disability and GLBTI communities as well as to global South feminists. In
order to increase the visibility and accessibility of its
issues, GEB will produce popular educational materials and an expanded website. Finally, GEB’s members and the new CWPE Coordinator, Cara Page,
will continue to act as a speaker resource on these
issues at a variety of conferences and events.
Our Bodies Ourselves has just finished the eighth
edition of its women’s health classic, Our Bodies,
Ourselves, with new sections on assisted reproduction, stem cell research, reproductive and research
cloning, and inheritable genetic modification. A
new companion website will also include expanded

material on prenatal testing and disability rights,
PGD, and sex selection.
The new edition of OBOS will be translated into several new languages during the next few years, and
several foreign language editions will be updated with
this new material, starting with the South Korean
edition due out in early 2005. Some women’s groups
plan creative use of the internet, television, and radio
to disseminate this information about reproductive
and genetic technologies and to generate a wider
public discourse. In addition, OBOS Executive
Director Judy Norsigian does extensive public speaking on these topics and was a founding member of
the Pro-Choice Alliance Against Proposition 71, the
California stem cell initiative passed by voters in
November 2004. Her current policy and advocacy
work seeks to raise awareness about problems with
somatic cell nuclear transfer.

Rayna Rapp (left); Rajani Bhatia (right)
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